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Introduction 
The Setouchi (lnland Sea) Gεologic Province as used in this paper is a long and 
narrow area extending from central Kyushu to the east of Aichi Prefecture along the 
northern side of the Median Dislocation Line. 1 t includes the J nland Sea and i tsenvirons 
and central Kinki district， Southwest J apan (Fig. 1). 
Within this province， there are scattered' many local sedimentary basins filled by 
(relatively) thin Cenozoic formations， the basement of which is mostly composed of the 
Ryoke complex and the Cretaceous acid igneous rocks. 
Among the deposi ts of various basins there are many common characteristics in 
stratigraphic succession， lithofacies， biofacies， structure and volcanism， by which the 
Setouchi Province can be clearly defined as a geologic province through the Late 
Cenozoic time (KASAMA & HUZITA， 1957; HUZITA， 1962). 
Volcanic activities occurred repeatedly through the whole geologic history of the 
Setouchi Province up to the preRent since the birth of the Setouchi Province， and the 
volcanic material is an important constituent of the Neogene deposits. 
All researches on the volcanic activities in the Setouchi Province which have hithertu 
been published are confined to those on the volcanic rocks， and devoted mainly to the 
volcanism in the Late Miocene， when characteristic volcanic activities represented by the 
Setocuhi Volcanic Series (MORIMOTO， HUZITA & KASAMA， 1955) took p]ace. 
As for tuffs， only brief reports of the field observations can be found in the literature 
hitherto published. The Pleistocene Azuki tuff of the Osaka group is well known as an 
important key bed. Even on this tuff， however， only a short note on microscopic obser-
vation of the form of the glass was reported， and no petrographical description has been 
published (HUZITA et a1.， 1951). 
The main part of this paper is devoted to the descriptions of petrogrphic characteristics 
of tuffs of the various Late Cenozoic formations in the Setouchi Province. 1 t is the purpose 
of this paper to draw， on the basis of these descriptions， some conclusions about the follow圃
ing two points: heavy mineral associations of the Late Cenozoic tuffs in the Setouchi 
Province and volcanic history of the Setouchi Province. 
1) The first problem has been hitherto hardly investigated. 11 the Late Cenozoic 
Setouchi Province， there are various sedimentary basins， which are separated from each 
other by extensively exp.osed pre圃Miocenebasement rocks. Correlation of the fortnations 
in various sedimentary basins of the Province has depended on biozones and li thologic 
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features of ιlastic rocks， but litt1e attension has been paid to the petrographic nature of 
pyroclastic rocks. Compared to normal clastic rocks， however， the tu:f is very useful 
in correlation with regard to the fol1owing points: a) the time， necessary for a formation 
of a tu:f， is v~ry short; b) it is widely distributed and relatively homog@neous within 
one horizon， and c) the mineral composition of each tu:f is limited by its origin. 
2) In the investigation of volcanic activities both explosion and eruption must be 
taken into consideration. Hitherto， the studies of lavas， especially of the Late Miocene age， 
has heen made in some detail. These studies contributed to the knowledges of the history 
of eruption. 'iVhen thιse studjes are combined with the studies of tu:fs， made through the 
present research， the volcanic history of the Setouchi Province wil1 be better understood. 
Comparing the mineral composition of lavas with the contemporaneous tuffs， some 
differences between products of eruption and of explosion are found. These di:ferences 
are taken into account in seeking for sources of tuffs . 
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Outline of Stratigraphy 
Most of the Late Cenozoic formations of the Setouchi Geologic Province indicate 
shallow sea or lacustrine facies， and are divisible into three Series， "First Setouchi"， 
“Setouchi V olcanic" and “Second Setouchi" Series. The First Setouchi and the Setouchi 
Volcanic Series are overlaI!n unconfoJimably hy the Second one in many }ocations. (FI!g. 
1 ).
The First Setouchi Series: This Series comprises the sediments of the Mizunami， 
Ichishi， Kobe， Bihoku groups etc・， most of which were deposited under the shallow sea. 
The Mizunami group distributed in Gifu Prefecture is one of the most representative 
sediments of the First Setouchi Series and contains abundant marine fossils such as Vicaηa 
yokoyα~mαi， Vicaryella ishiianαラ MiogypsinαkotO'ふ Operculi:ηα c01n舎lα(natαja予071icαetc.
This fauna comprises the elements of the Indo-Pacific type and 1S characteristic to the 
Middle Miocene of the J apanese Island (HUZITA & OGOSE， 1950; TAI， 1959 etc.). 
During the Middle Miocene， thick formations composed of lava ftows and pyroclastic 
rocks called “Green Tuff" were accumulated in the greater part of Northeastern Japan 
and the inner side of Southwestern J apan (KUNO， 1952; MINATO et al.， 1956 etc.). 
The volcanic rocks representing the volcanism of “Green Tuff" in the Setouchi 
Province is the propyrites of the Usa group in central Kyushu. No other remarkable 
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volcanic activi ty is known in the 1¥在iddle1¥在ioceneof the Setouchi Province， although 
some traces of volcanislns are indicated by tuff beds intercalated in the above-mentioned 
groups. 
TheKδbe group is different from other groups of the First Setouchi Series in contain-
ing non-marine formations above the marine formation of the Mizunami type. These 
noか marineformations， which include considerable amount of tuffs， may be a little younger 
than the Mizunami group and its equivalents. Detailed accounts of the Kδbe group 
wil1 be given in a separate paper by YAMASHITA， HUZITA and myself. 
The Setouchi Volcanic Series: The Nりo，Uchinomi and Nozuharu groups were 
deposited in fresh water lakes; they are composed mainly of various kinds of lavas， 
agglomerates， tuff breccias and tuffs， which are closely connected with the volcanism of 
the Setouchi V olcanic Series. 
The activity of the Setouchi Volcanic Series began with e任usionsof rhyolites or pitch-
stones， followed by outflows of biotite-andesite， hornblende-andesite， and pyroxene-
andesite and finished with extrusions of aphanitic lavas of hypersthene-andesite or dacite 
called “Sanukitoid" . 
Eruption of this Series took place side by side in five volcanic areas; namely， Shidara 
in Aichi Pref.， Yamato in Nara and Osaka Prefs.， Sanuki in Kagawa Pref.， Iyo in Ehime 
Pr.=f.， and. Bungo in Oita Pref.， which are arranged at intervals of about 100 km distance 
along the northern side of the 1¥任edianLine. 
The paleontological evidence is too poor to determine the geologic age of these groups . 
The only locality where the direct relationship between the First Setouchi Series and 
the Setouchi Volcanic Series can be observed is in the Shidara basin. There， the sediments 
corresponding to the Mizunami group are intruded by the pitchstone. This fact seems 
to indicate that the Setouchi Volcanic Series is relatively younger than the First Setouchi 
Series. 
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Fjg. 1. Di~tribution of the Late Cenozoic formations in the Setouchi Geologic Province. 
black : First Setouchi and Setouchi Volcanic Series. 
dotted : Second Setouchi Series. 
1. Mizunami 2. Seto 3. Age 4. Ichishi 5. Murδ6. Nijδ7. Osaka 
8. Kδbe 9. Kankakei 10. Tsuyama 11. Ishizuchi 12. Oita 
The Second Setouchi Series: In the Pliocene， the Setouchi Province suffered 
from upheaval and underwent peneplanation. But on the other hand， the area of the 
eastern side of the Suzuka mountain range had been sinking and forming the Age group 
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yielding Stegodon elephantoides in i tslower part. An event of this time is the eruption 
of the Murδwelded tuff included in the Soni group. Several tu妊 bedsin the lower part 
of the Age group may be contemporaneous with the Muro welded tuff (SHIIDA et al.， 
1960). 
In the Plio-Pleistocene， the Osaka group and its corresponding sediments began to 
deposit. The Osaka group of the Osaka basin can be divided into the upper and the lower 
part by a thin tu仔 (theAzuki tu庄)which is spread a11 over the basin and plays a role as 
a good horizon marker. The lower part is characterized by containing many archaic 
plant-remains such as Metasequoia， Sequoia， Glyptostrobus， Liquidambar and corresponds 
to the Akashi formation which contains abundant mammalian fossils including Stegodon 
akashiensis. These exotic plants have not been found in the upper part of the Osaka group 
(1 TIHARA， 1961 etc.). 
As the volcanic rocks related to this stage， some of the Tsukushi lavas in central 
Kyushu， the Kankakei lavas of Shδdo island， Kagawa Pref.， and pyroxene-andesite of 
Mt. M.ikasa， Nara Pref.， may be pointed out. 
In the Pleistocene， volcanoes such as Futagoyama， Unzen， Yufu etc. in central 
Kyushu and Daisen， Sambe， Aonoyama etc. in Chugoku district were formed. These 
volcanic activities belong mostly to the San'in or Daisen Volcanjc Series which bears 
characteristic light coloured hornblende-andesite (KASAMA， 1954). The activity of this 
Volcanic Series continued almost to the Recent. 
Table 1. Correlation table of the Cenozoi:c formations in the Setouchi Geologic Province 
Are.a Setouchi (In'land Sea) Geologic 'Province 
Age central Kyushu lrlQnd Sea Osaka bQSln '1 central Kinkl Ise baSln southern Chubu 
Recent Aso， Volcamo 4‘ 
A 
Pleist'ocene 
Yutu Volcano企 Terγαc.es Terγαces 
立てTオ士匂':::r1::r'ムY ::r:t:rヨワY白色合
一一一一一一一一
V 一一一一一一一一 ;:. ，' V 'Paleo-Blwa V 一一一一一一一一Olta Group v V Osaka Group 
』‘ Kanko.kel f1.企 V らroup
Pliocene ( Age Group Seto針。up~~""" 戸、 、../""../"、..，.、../"、~、、 V 
Muro A V I 1 " 1 1 11 . 1 1 ilifiγ A 百九~、 A 画、、，
Nozuharu .A A . 
Upper G-roup 
_.. Ucninoml ， .
4‘ Nl'jO Cirol!lp Group M ~{lcene A A 
A d o. ~ J..I.J. L-J ~ ー』ー
A 、“ 且戸 -~ F'" 円 ，、
V 
門Idle ShlkQl F. V 
， Kobe '(iroup v V 、4
i、 ~戸r-【司由 I " Ichishi 阿iocene V トfizunaml V . G-roup 
USQ Group V 6roup V 
』‘ A 
v Tuffs I Acid VolcanlC "Rocks 企 BαsicVokanic Rocks 
In the Recent age， olivine圃 basalterupted to form many small volcanic bodies in the 
San'in Province as represented by Mt. Kan'nabe in Hyogo Pref. etc. Besides， the terraces 
were forlned during the Quaternary Period， and the present shape of the Inland Sea was 
accomplished. 
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Method of Study of Tuffs 
• 
In this investigation， tuffs of the Setouchi G eologic Province were analyzed in the 
following way: 
1. Sampling: The Mizunami， Kδbe， N話。， Age (lower part) and Osaka groups are 
taken as representative of the strata of five geohistorical stages in the Setouchi Province， 
respectively. Furthermore， the pyroclastic material in the vicinity of the Chugoku range 
is added as representative of the products of some volcanic activities in the Quaternary 
Period. 500 gr. of tuff was col1ected from each horizon as original sample. 
2. Preparation of material for analysis: 100司200gr. of each sample is taken out for 
sieving. The soft material is sieved directly; the hard one is， at first， powdered by 
stamping mill so that a1 grains may be less than 60 mesh in size. Analyzed material is 
kept in the uniform size of 60圃120mesh. 
3. Separation of heavy minerals from light minerals: Separation is carried out by 
heavy liquid or panning method. In the case of heavy liquid method， 5 gr. of samples 
are prepared through quartering; separation process is executed by help of a special 
funnel with steep wa11 and two cocks. BromfollIl (S.G. 2.89) is used as heavy liquid. 
In the case of panning method， 10皿30gr. of material is prepared and the same method 
as TOMITA & KARAKIDA (1956) used in the separation of zircon is applied. 
4. Weighing of heavy minerals: Separated heavy minerals are weighed， and weight 
percentage of heavy minerais I!s calculated. In the present paper this weight percentage 
is expressed simply as percentage of heavy minerals (MILNER， 1952). In the case of pan圃
ning method， light minerals may be mixed with heavy minerals， and consequently it is 
impossible to determine the exact weight of heavy minerals. But， rough estimation was 
carried out to know approximate weight percentage. 
5. Mounting of heavy minerals and light minerals: For the purose of measuring， the 
material is sealed wi th balsam on glass slides. Three pieces of slides were prepared for 
heavy minerals and light minerals， respectively. Some necessary adjustments were made 
so that one slide may contain 300 pcs. or so which is the total number of minerals neces~ary 
for measuring (DRYDEn， 1935) 
6. MicrosoQpic observation of slides: In the case of heavy mineral slides， atfirst， the 
species of minerals are detellnined under the microscope， then number of particles of each 
species is counted. In slides of light minerals， the quantitative ratio of glass， crystals， and 
rock fragments， the composi tion of plagioclase， and refractive index of gllass were measured. 
7. Thin sections: As for hard rock samples， thin sections are made by rapping method， 
just as in the case of volcanic rock samples. With thin sections， some observations on 
texture etc・， which cannot be carried out in the slides of separated minerals， are executed. 
In these processes mentioned above， size of analyzed material was fixed uniformly 
between 60・120rnesh from the following two lFeasons: 
Mter the testing of a tuff collected in the vicinity of Mt. Kan'nabe in three size grades 
of 60・120，120-230 and less than 230 mesh， it was found that， inthe case of sample of less 
than 230 mesh， relatively small amount of testing material can be obtained， and further-
more heavy minerals Can be hardly found out. As for the samples of 120岬230mesh， the 
thickness of minerals becomes just the same as that of minerals in a thin section. This 
is convenient for determining the kind of minerals under microscope， but not practical 
for counting the number of mineral particles， because， in many occasions， original grains 
of minerals become crushed excepting grains of zircon. After a1， only nlaterial of 60-
120 mesh was applied. 
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Concerning the difference in composition of heavy minerals between samples of 60-
120 mesh and those of 120-230 mesh， 1 carried out testing with samples taken from the 
kδbe group. After testing， 1 found out slightly larger quantity of zircon and apatite in 
120-230 mesh， but other minerals such as hornblende， hypersthene， etc. showed no differ 
ence in their relative quantities. 
Table 2. Percentage of heavy minerals in three size grades， using 
30 gr (dry weight) of each sample 
Sample number 
& 
Lithofacies 
60-120 mesh 
A B C 
5. volcanic ash 90mg 12g 0.75% 
4. loamy tuff 80 12 0.66 
3. scolia tuff 110 11 1.00 
2. coarse tu妊 100 15 0.66 
1. loamy tuff 20 19 0.10 
A : Weight of heavy mineral (mg) 
B : Testing sample (g) 
C : Ratio (%) 
120-230 mesh 
A B C 
120mg 16g 0.75% 
145 17 0.85 
160 17 0.94 
85 13 0.65 
10 10 0.10 
less than 
230 mesh 
A B 
tr 2g 
tr 1 
tr 2 
tr 2 
tr 1 
C 
Reasons why 1 applied both heavy liquid and panning methods to the heavy mineral 
separation process are as follows: Percentage of heavy minerals is variable among various 
kinds of tuffs. In the case of tuffs， in which the percentage of heavy minerals is less than 
0.1%， analyzed material must be more than 10 gr. in order to obtain necessary number 
of particles for counting. 1 t is not e伍cientto prepare scores gr. of testing material and 
separate them with heavy liquid. Therefore， panning metnod was applied to tu.fs taken 
from the Kδbe and the Nりδgroupswhich have relatively lower percentage of heavy miner-
als. 
As for the accuracy of the panning method， testing was carried out on samples taken 
from theN訪δgroup(Table 3). As a resultitwas proved that the panning method is effective. 
Table 3. Comparison of results of heaηT mineral anaIysis by heavy liquid 
method with those by panning method 
The same sample of tuff (no. 4) from the Nijδgroup was used. 
一一一
Treatment 
Weight of separation pl1吋:uct
in 10 gr of each sample 
Number of grains of heavy minerals 
opaque minerals 
garnet 
biotite 
Content of light minerals 
Time necessaηto separation 
Heavy liquid method Panning method 
172mg 215mg 
665 684 
2650 ca 3000 
2042 759 
nothing veη， rich 
10 minutes 3 hours 
But， in this case， light minerals can be mixed with heavy minerals， while biotite can often 
fioat away. A particle of biotite is， in any case， easily split into several pieces of fiakes. 
Thereflσre biotite is not taken as an object of counting. 1 t must be separately treated in 
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order to e3timate i tsfrequency. General1y， frequency of biotitie is roughly indicated as 
“abundant'， or“common". Number of such minerals as garnet and opaque minerals， 
which are important components in the testing mineral， isalmost the same in these two 
methods. 80， the panning method can be applied as well as the heavy liquid method. 
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of Tuffs atid Texture Light Minerals 
In the classification 
crystals and rock fragments. 
In slides， in which components other than heavy minerals are sealed (slides of “light 
minerals" in (5) of the preceding chapter)， component particles are classified into three 
elements of glass， crystals and rock fragments， and the number of particles of each element 
is counted. According to the ratio of thesとthreeelements， tuffs are classified into vitric 
tuff， crystal tuff and lithic tu:f. Of course， heavy mineral should be included in crystals 
element， but amount of heavy minerals is rexpress<ed in weight percentage. Therefore， 
it is not reasonable to add the pevcentage of heavy minerals to the ratio of the number 
of crystal grains without conversion.. Since， however， the total amount of heavy minerals 
is general1y not large in the present material， weight percentage can be applied without 
conver3ion in the case of an approximate calculation (Fig. 2). 
composi tion of glass， determine the of tuffs i t isimportant to 
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triangle form. The latter form i色七speciallymet with in case of vitric tufIs. As for colour， 
they are usually clear and colourless， but sometimes they take brown colour or other various 
colours. 
As for crystals of light minerals， biotite was observed beside fe1dspars and quartz. 
Although biotite is generally treated as heavy mine.ral， itis often SUSJ:紅白ddurj~gεεr a1a-
tion and is often found together with light minerals. Alkali-feldspar was hardly found 
in tu:fs of the Setouchi Province. 1 t was exceptionally found in the welded tuff of 1¥任uro
in the form of phenocryst. 
In rock fragments element， not only fragments of volcanic rocks but also clay minerals， 
which were fornleu by alteration， are included. Samples were selected mainly trom pure 
tu:f， and in general， nothing exotic was found. However， considerable amount of diatom 
was found in one tuff (02) of the Mizunami group. Refractive index of glass and composi-
tion of plagioclase of representative samples were measured and indicated in Table 4. 
Refractive index of glass Is 1.492 at minimum and 1.528 at maximum， and shows very 
wide range of variation. But， among tuffs within each group， variation of the values 
remains within the limit of 0.01. In general， lower value was obtained in the caE:.e of 
the glass of clear colour， while in the coloured glass higher value was obtained. 
The composition of plagioclase was determined by the measurement of KOHLER 
angles and by plotting the pole of twinning plane and cleavage after REH¥HARD. In the 
plagioclase of each tuff， the An-percentage of plagioclase varies only withjn the lirrjt cf 
7 
NljO 6 
group S 
4 
3 
z 
K8 
K 7 
" 
K 6 
K 5' 
Kobe 1< 4 1
1 
group K 3 
K2 
K 1 
S5 
54 
S3 
s z 
S 1 
SClT1ple No. 10 20 30 40 50 60 向1う~
An メof
Plagloda.se 
Fig. 3. Range chart of the composition of plagioclases of the tuffs 
in the Nijδand Kδbe groups. 
10%. Among tuffs in each group， the variation of the An-percentage of plagioclase was 
only within the limit of about 20%. The composition of plagioclase of tuffs in the Kobe 
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and the Nijδgroups were shown in Fig. 3. F"rom this figure it is pointed out that its 
variation is much limited. For reference， 1 measured the index of quartz， and in this. 
case， same result of 1.543 was obtained in each sample. 
On the basis of the measurement of glass and plagioclase， 1 classified the tu:fs， treated 
in this study， into rhyoli tic， dacitic， andesitic and basaltic tu仔S(Table 4). 
Table 4. Index of glass and composition of plagioclase of tuffs and 
some lavas in the Setouchi Province 
Te 
一ー ・.: 一
Index of Composition of plagioclase 
sting sau ¥ple Compositi glass tuff lava . E 
一一
labe loamy tuff 1.528 48-55~ぢ 55圃65%01. -basalt basaltic 
ゆloamytuff 1.516 45-55 andesiti< 
group (K4) 1.514 40-48 andesiti< 
(K2) 1.509 38-45 andesiti< 
roup 1.495 30-35 rhyolitic 
welded tuff 1.498 32圃38 rhyolitic 
~roup (7) 1.512 35圃45 45-55 san uki te andesiti( 
(4) 1.509 25岨33 30-40 biotite- dacitic 
andesite 
group (K5) 1.496 20-30 rhyolitic 
(83) 1.492 15-22 rhyolitic 
. 
1.518 43-50 45圃55pyroxene- andesitic laml group 
(T4) andesite 
一
on 
一一
??
?
? ? ?
??】
?
? ? ? ? 、 、 ，
?
Ageg 
お1urδ
Nijδ 
Kobe 
恥'hzu
Texture of tu:fs was examined by microscopic observation of thin sections. As 
shown in Plate 1， various types of texture could be observed such as perlitic， spherulitic 
and fiow structure. Even ~n one bed of tu:f， various textures could be found horizontal1y 
and vertically. No specific type of texture， particular to a bed of tuff was found， except 
for the 1¥征urowelded tu:f， which takes the eutaxitic structure and is clearly distinguish-
able from other usual tu鉦Sof the Setouchi Province. 
Heavy Mineral Associations of Tuffs 
1!. Some Quaternary Pyroclasts 
Volcanic activities during the Quaternary Period which were once active in the centraI 
Kyushu and San' in districts left their effects in the deposits of the terraces in Kinki 
district. Up to the present， however， no definite tu百hasbeen found， but in many cases 
the matrix of the gravel beds making terraces is loamy. This fact suggests the supply of 
volcanic materials， but its source has not yet been clarified. In order to find out the source 
and characteristics of this volcanic material， 1 carried out the analysis of heavy mineral 
assemblage of loamy formations in the vicinity of Mt. Kan'nabe and Ningyδ-tGge. 
From the outcrop located at the western foot of Mt. Kan'nabe (Fig.4)， 1 got five samples 
and carried out variation testing of percentage of heavy minerals and of quantitative ratiU' 
of constituent minerals according to the variation in grain size. 
The results of these testings are shown in Table 2 and Fig. S. 
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From these results， followings are pointed out: 
1) Percentage of heavy minerals is extremely small in the size of less than 230 
mesh. 
2) Consti tuent minerals are hornblende， hypersthene augite， and olivine besides 
opaque minerals; zircon and ru til are li ttle contained. 
3) Frequency of main constituent minerals is di:ferent among various strata 
recognized in the field. 
In view of the first point， mentioned above， 1 gave up the study of samples of less 
than 230 mesh. An additional remarkable fact is that the lava flow in Mt. Kan'nabe is 
olivine basalt whereas the loam， originated therefrom， contalns considerable quantity of 
hornblende which cannot be found in thin sections of the lava . 
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In the vicinity of Ningyふtδge(Pass)， there are loamy strata irregularly covering the 
Ningyふtogeformation， wel1圃knownas the sedimentary deposits of uranium. In the vicinity 
of No. 1 pit entrance of the Ningyo・toge，tuffs of three periods devided by two stratigraphic 
discordances were found out (Fig. 6). They cannot be distinguished with the naked eyes， 
as their lithologic features are quite resembling each other. But， after heavy mineral 
analysis， such data as shown in Fig. 7 were obtained. The results of the analysis are 
summarized as fol1ow: 
1) Percentage of heavy minerals in coarse grained samples is as large as 31-18 %テ
while i t isonly 6-2 % in fine grained ones. 
2) As shown in Fig. 7， main component minerals are hornblende， hypersthene， and 
opaque minerals; also augi te and zircon can be rarely found. 
3) Judging from the distribution of frequency of the main component minerals， 
three tephrozones (KOIKE， 1950)， separated from each other by discordances，ωn be 
recognized， namely the lower zone (tuぽ1)，middle zone (tu:fs 2-5) and the upper zone 
(tuffs 6-7). 
4) The results of heavy mineral analysis of the tuff found in the Tottori sand dune 
proved that its frequency is equal to that of the uppeロnosttephrozone (tuffs 6情7)of the 
Ningyふtδge. 80， there is a strong possibility of correlation between them. 
2. Osaka group 
As described above， the Osaka group is divided into upper and lower parts by the 
key bed of the tuff named as the Azuki tuff. Besides this tuff， there are severai widely 
spread tuffs in the lower part of the Osaka group. 
In order to study the percentage of heavy minerals and variation of the frequency 
distribution of the constituent minerals of tuffs， two pieces of samples for each horizon 
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were collected from two profiles in the vicinity of the Ta】{atsuka-yamain the southern 
foot of the Rokkδrange and in the vicinity of the Koyδen， 2 ktn east of the Takatsuka-
yama. The columnar sections of the sampling routes and the results of the analysis of 
heavy mineral assemblage are shown in the Figs. 8 and 9. 
From these results， 1 conclude as follows: 
1) Variation of scores of労 canbe found in the percentage of heavy minerals in 
:accordance with the direction of strike. 
2) However， frequency distribution of each constituent mineral is unifolm within 
the same horizon aIJd varies from horizon to horizon. 
3) As seen in Fig. 9， the Azuki tuff is characterized by such pyroxene as augite 
and hypersthene， but in other tuffs， inthe lower part of the Osaka group， main constituent 
is hornblende， hypersthene and opaque minerals， and， in rare cases， augite， zircon and 
epidote are found. Although biotite was excluded from counting， it is common in tuff 
5 and tuff 3 . 
.3. Some Pliocene Pyroclasts 
The Setouchi Province in the Pliocene Epoch was a period of upheava1. Correspond-
ing to such upheaval， there was eruption of the welded tuff at Murδ， and i tspyroclasts 
spread over the vicinity of the Ise basin. At that time some basins was sinking， where 
the Second Setouchi Series developed. This is th.e Age group. In the lower part of 
the Age group， there are several thick tuffs originated from the volcanic activities of Murδ. 
A few samples of tu任sfrom the Age group were put to heavy mineral analysis， but only 
trace was found in 10 gr. materia1. Thus no statistical data could he obtained. It can 
be， however， pointed out that in these tuffs biotite is common and is accompanied by zircon. 
In thin sections of the Murδwelded tuff， hypersthene and augite were found ac-
‘companied besides biotite. Corresponding strata to the Murδin the vicinity of the Osaka 
basin， are the Jigokudani tuff in the neighbourhood of Mt. Mikasa， Nara Pref. and the 
Tamate-yama tuff of Mt. Nりo，Nara & Osaka Prefs. The percentage of heavy minerals 
in these tuffs is also low just like the tuffs of the i¥g，e group， each being only less than 
'U.1第;biotite is abundant， and zircon etc. are contained. The results of ihe analysis 
'Uf th.e Tamate..yama tu.f of Mt. Nijδis shown in Fig. 11. 
4. Nijo group 
Mt. Nりδhasbeen regarded as the col1ective type-area of the Setouchi Volcanic Series， 
and various kinds of volcanic rocks are exposed in the form of lava fl.ow， dyke， sheet etc. 
Through the volcano-stratigraphicaI study in 1950， the order of eruptions of these volcanic 
rocks was determined and the correlation of the pyroclastic formation with lavas of various 
horizons was e3tablished. They are named as the Nijδgroup (MORIMOTO et a1.， 
1953). 
The columnar se~tions and the results of heavy mineral analysis of samples from the 
Nijo group are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. 
1) In constituent minerals， each finely classified formation of the Nりδgrouphas 
its own characteristics. That is， the Donzurubδformation .ts marked by the abundance 
of garnet， the Harakawa formation by zircon and augite， and the Tamate-yama formation 
by biotite. Thus， three tephrozones are recognized within the Nijδgroup. 
2) Heavy mineral analysis of the Yashima-dera tuff， Kagawa Pref. and the l¥Iukai-
nOh'3.1・u tu庄~ Oita Pref. proves that the Yashima-dera is confolnled to that of the 
Donzurubδ， and the Mukainoharu is to the Tamate圃yamatype， respectively. There is 
strong possibility of correlation between the two in each case. 
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Furthermore， the fol1owing fact is 
notable in view of the stratigraphic useful-
ness of tufIs in the major division of 
strata. Stratigraphically， the Donzurubo 
pyroclastic formation is closely related 
to the lava fio¥vs of pi tchstone， bioti te-
andesite， pyroxene-andesite， and dacite， 
which are remarkably different from 
each other in rock facies. N evertheIess， 
mode of the haevv mineral association 
of the Donzurubδformation is almost 
uniform throughout the whole succes-
sion， being always characterized by 
肱abundanceof garnet. 
Fig. 10. The columnar section of the Nijδ 
group at Donzurubo showing the 
horizon of the samling points. 
Fig. 11. The result of heavy mineral analysis 
of samples from the Nijδgroup and 
related formations. 
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5. Kobe group 
In the Shirakawa district， the type 
area of the Kobe group， this group was 
divided into two formations by SHIKAMA 
(1938)， namely， the Tainohata fOlmation 
containing marine molluscan fossils and 
the Shirakawa (=Okuhata) formation of 
non-marine type， the latter of which is 
famous for yielding the Shirakawa :flora. 
Recent inve3tigations have revealed 
that the Kobe group is distributed not 
only in the Shirakawa district but also 
in the Sanda basin， which is separated 
from the Shirakawa district by barrier of 
basement rocks. 
Fig. 12. The columnar section of the Kδbe 
group indicating the horizon of the 
sampling points. 
Fig. 13. The result of heavy m.IJnera】analysis
of samples from the Kδbe group. 
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ln the Sanda basin， presence of a marine formation has not been confirmed. Here 
the Kδbe group is poor in fossil plants， so the plant-bearing bed cannot be a key bed. 
ln order to correlate the Kδbe group of the type同areawith that of the Sanda basin， it
IS necessary to find out Qther key beds. 
The columnar sections in Fig. 12 show the stratigraphic succession of the Kobe 
group and the horizons from which samples of tuffs . were collected. 
Results of the heavy mineral analysis are shown in }..ig. 13. 
1) 'Through the heavy mineral analysis， various minerals were found in tuff， such 
as apatlte， augite， muscovite， biotite， garnet， hornblende， hypersthene， monazite， rutil， 
sphene and zircon. 
2) ln generaI， however， precentage of heavy minerals is very low， being less than 
0.01 ~ぢ， and， in many ca8es， frequency distribution of minerals could not be known well 
even with samples of 30 gr. 
3) Among many samples， 1 could find three pieces of samples， inwhich the percent-
tage of heavy minerals is more than 0.1 %. 
There are differences in the frequency of component minerals anlong these three 
S3. n;>le3. 1 t isconsidered that they could be horizon markers. 
6. Mizunami group 
1'he Mizunami group developing around Mizunami city is famous for its abundant 
marine molluscan fossils. I t isnot only one of the representative strata of the Setouchi 
Province， but is also the typical strata of the 1¥在iddleMiocene of J apan. In the hilly 
land surrounding the Mizunami city and Mino・Otacity， there are distributed three di圃
fferent facies of this group， namely: Tsukiyoshi facies of marine type in the vicinity 
of Mizunami city， Hiramaki facies of non-marine type and Hachiya facies near l¥lino-
Ota ci ty which is characterized by abundance of lavas and pyroclasts. 
They are separated from each otneF by barriers of basement complex or the Alluvial 
deposits， sotheir stratigraphic relationships have been not clear. In order to establish zona-
tion of this group through these different facies by means of tuffs， I carried out sampling 
in such places as indicated on the general profile section (Fig. 14)， and then made heavy 
mineral analysis. The results are shown in Fig. 15. 
1) In al facies， hornblende， hypersthene， augite， and opaque minerals are main 
constituent minerals， and there was nO difference in optical property of each mineral 
among the samples from the three facies. Thus， itcan safely be said that these tuffs 
were originated from the volcanic activities of the same character. 
2) Considering the frequency distribution of the minerals， there are recognized 
three types of tuffs: A， B and C. A type is characterized by dominance (50第十)of 
hornblende， and C type I!s characterized by dominance of opaque minerals， while B type 
is characterized by relative abundance of pyroxene (39-75タd).
3) Taking the Tsukiyoshi facies as standard， C type appears above B type 
stratigraphically. B type is further classified into B1 and B2 by hypersthenejhornblende 
ratio， and B1 lies below B2. Tuffs of the Hiramaki facies are classified as B type; The 
upper half of them is B2 and the lower half is B1 type. Thus， itis correlated "vith a 
part of the Tsukiyoshi facies. The tuffs of the Hachiya facies can be classified into Bl 
type and A type. Stratigraphical1y B 1 type appears above the A type . 
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Above-cited facts indicate that the tephrozones of the Mizunami group can be classified 
into three types. As we go from west to east， higher zones of the Mizunami group can 
be observed， but a1 pyroclasts may be regarded as the products of one series of volcanic 
activities. Then， the area around Hachiya， where we can find abundant pyroclasts and 
lavas， isconsidered to be the source of tuffs. 
In the area where the Tsukiyoshi facies is distributed， biozone and tephrozone do not 
always coincide with each other， the Akeyo formation and the upper part of the Nakamura 
formation belong to B type， while the Oidawara forlnation belongs to C type. 
Such a relation teaches us that the time value of the discordance between the Akeyo 
and the Nakamura formation， which has been disscussed by many investigators， may be 
slight. 
Some Problems related to the Volcanic Activities 
On the basis of the foregoing descriptions of tuffs， 1 ilt，end to discuss some problems 
related to the volcanic activities in the Setouchi Province. 
The history of the volcanic activities has been mainly based on lava. There are some 
features in common between lava and tuff of the same origin， although they have also con-
siderable number of differences. Therefore， tuffs must also be taken into account in 
studying the volcanic history. This point wi11 be explained in the following， taking the 
Nりδgroupas an example. 
In the Nijδgroup lavas and tuffs are cootained together within one formation. 
Nature of tuffs varies to son1e extent in accordancewith the lava succes8ions such as pitch-
stone， biotite-andesite， pyroxene-andesite and dacite， but a1 tuffs of the Donzurubo foロna-
tion have a certain feature in common， namely， abundance of garnet. They can be clearly 
distinguished from tuffs of the Harakawa formation corresponding to sanukite. In the 
past， 1 assumed that there is one series of succession from pitchstone to sanukite， but now 
1 deem it necess.ary to separate the pitchstone-dacite series from the sanukite series. 
Some differences of consti tuent minet叫sbetween lava and its contemporaneous tuff 
are recognized， although there are many common species in them. Generally speaking， 
superiori ty of hornblende in tuff is considered as one of differences between them. Even 
when lava contains no hornblende， there is considerable amount of hornblende contained 
in tuff of the same origin. Considering the fact that the composition of plagioclase of tuff 
is always more sodic than that of lava， itis suggested that explosion occurred under 
condition of lower temperatuFe and higher concentration of volatile matter than in the 
the case of extrusion of lava. 
In discussing the source of the tuffs， the conditions mentioned above and mode of the 
distribution of volcanic ashes at present must be taken into consideration. 
Weighing these points， 1 assign the origin of tuffs of the Mizunami group to the acti-
vities of the pyroxene andesite at Hachiya， and tuffs of the Age group to the extrusion in 
Murδ. The 1¥在ukainaharutuff in Oita Prefecture which belongs to the Age Epoch is 
presumed to be originated from Mt. Yoroトdake，Oita Pref. The tu:fs of the Osaka group 
have sorne characteristics common with those of the Kankakei formation in ShOdo Island， 
and there are something common in constituent minerals between the tuffs of the Osaka 
group and the lava or agglomerate which has i tsextrusion center in Shodo Island. So， this 
place is considered to be the source of the tu百sin the Osaka group. The loamy material 
contained in some terrace deposits in Kinki and Chugoku districts is undoubtedly 
originated fronl the volcanic activities of the San' in VoJcanic Series. 
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The last problem is the source of the bulky rhyoHtic tu妊Sof the Kδbe group. In the 
past， 1 tried to find their source in the volcanic activities during the Late Miocene such as 
in Mt. N討δfromthe stratigraphic view-point. But， now， quite defferent origin is sug-
gested by different characteristics between the tuffs of the Kobe group and those of 
the Nijo group. 
1 t isdifficul t to seek the source of the tu妊'sof the Kobe group in the place far from its 
location. The foUowing two cases should be considered in future study: whether any 
volcanic body of the same age as the rhyolitic tuffs of the Kδbe group are mixed within 
the so圃cal1edLate恥iesoe;oieliparites or quartz-porphyries， distributed around the basin 
of the Kδbe group， or only explosive activities producing bulky tuffs， occurred within the 
basin. 
Summary and Conclusion 
ln the forgoing chapters， 1 described the characteristic features of tuffs of the 
representative formations in the Setouchi Province from the Miocene to the Recent. On 
the basis of this study， 1 want to conclude as fol1ows: 
1) ln the Setouchi Province， volcanic activi ties can be recognized in al stages by 
wide distributions of pyroclasts， although remarkable volcanic activities accompanying 
the flows of various kinds of lavas which took place only in the Late Miocene. 
2) Tuffs of the Setouchi Province are mostly acid or intermediate， namely， rhyolitic， 
dacitic and andesitic. The 0nly exception is the Recent olivine basalt of Mt. Kan'nabe， 
but it does not belong to the Setouchi Province proper. 
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3) Mesurement of refractive index of glass and of composition of plagioclase etc. of 
tu在swas carried out for the purpose of rock classification (Table 4). As one of the results， 
i t was found that there Ils a certain limi t of the variation of these values within ou'e group. 
4) Heavy minerals are abundant in andesitic and basaltic tuffs， but are not common 
in rhyoli tic tufIs. In the case of tu狂Sof the same composition， the percentage of heavy 
m.inerals is proportional to the size of particle， namely， it iscomparatively low in fine grained 
tufIs. 
5) Percentage of heavy minerals is variable in lateral and vertical directions. How-
ever， the tendency of frequency distribution of heavy minerals is similar within a bed of 
tufI， but i t shows vertical variations almost in accordance with the stratigraphic units 
(Figs. 7， 15 etc.). For the purpose of correlation， their characteristics are very useful. 
The frequency distribution of heavy mineral species of tufIs of the Late Cenozoic formations 
・ofthe Setouchi Province is summarily shown in Fig. 16. 
6) Some discussions were given about the difIerences between the conditions of 
eruption and those of explosion， and then， the problems of source of tuffs were considered. 
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Explanation of Plate 1 
Fig. 1. Welded tuff of the Soni grcup at Muro， showing phenocrysts in a glassy matrix 
(perlitic structure) x 80 
Fig. 2. Welded tuff of the Soni group at Muro， showing slightly flattened glass shards and 
Fig. 3. 
Fig. 4. 
Fig. 5. 
Fig. 6. 
pumice x 80 
Welded tuff of the Soni group at Muro， showing a flow structure X 80 
Tuff of the Kobe group at Sanda， showing phenocrysts in a fine-grained matrix X 80 
Tuff of the Kδbe group at Sanda， showing vitroclastic structure X 80 
Tuff of the Kobe group at Sanda， showing corroded grain of quartz in a feldspathic 
matrix (a litle spherulitic structure) X 80 
T. KASAMA: Tu仔Sof the Setouchi Province Plate 1 
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Fig. 
Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3. 
Fig. 4. 
Fig. 5. 
Fig. 6. 
Fig. 7. 
Fig. 8. 
Explanation of Plate 1I 
OJivine; Tu貸付0.4)of the loamy formation at Kurusuno X 200 
Olivine; Tu貸付0.3)of the loamy formation at Kurusuno X 200 
Hypersthene and hornblende; Tu貸付0.6)of the loamy formation at Ningyδ固めgeX 200 
Hypersthene and augite; Tuff (no.K4) of the Osaka group at Kδyδen X 200 
Hornblende; Tuff (no.K2) of the Osaka gl"OUp at Kδyδen x200 
Biotite; The Jigokudani tuff at eastern si:de of Mt.乱tIikasax 200 
Biotite and zircon; The Mukainoharu tu妊 atMukainoharu x 200 
Glasses and rock fragments; Tuff (no.K4) of the Osaka group at Koyδen X 200 
• 
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、
Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3. 
Fig. 4. 
Fig. s. 
Fig. 6. 
Exp】anationof Plate 111 
Garnet; Tuff (no.4) of the Nijo group at Donzurubδ x300 
Garnet; Tu貸付0.2)of the Nりδgroupat Donzurubδ x300 
Hornblende and zircon; Tu妊 (no.M2)of the Kδbe group at Mitsuta X 240 
Zircon and rutil; Tuff (no.KS) of the Kδbe group at Komi-tδge X 300 
Hypersthene and sphene; Tu貸付0.8.)of the Kδbe group at 8hirakawa-toge x 200 
Hypersthene and hornblende; Tu貸付o.T2) of the Mizunami group at Tsukiyoshi 
x200 
F g. 7. Hypersthene， augite and hornblende; Tu貸付0.Ha3)of the Mizunami group at 
Maruyama x 200 
Fig. 8. Glasses and crystals; Tuff (no.T4) of the Mizunami group at Tsukiyoshi x 200 
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Explanation 0f P'late IV 
Fig. 11• Olivine-basalt; Lava fiow of Volcano Kannabe at Kurusuno x 80 
Fig. 2. Hypersthene-hornblende四andesite; Lava flow of Volcano Daisen at Daisen-ji x 80 
Fig. 3. Augite咽hypersthene田andesite; Lava flow of the Kankakei formation at Hoshigajyδ x80 
Fig. 4. Sanukite; Dyke of the Nijδgroup at Kashimine x 80 
Fig.5.Garnet-biotite-andesite;Lava now of the NUOgroup at Ishikiriba ×80 
Fig.6.Augite-hypersthene-andesite ;Lavaaow of the Mizurlazy1i group at Hachiva ×80 
T. KASAMA: Tuffs of the Setouchi Province Plate IV 
